
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Favourite Season: Improving your IELTS response 
 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

My favorite season is autumn. There are two reasons to support my opinion.  
First, I like cold one better than it is hot. Therefore I like winter and autumn. Especially, autumn is not too 
cold but I do not get sweat. That circumstance is the best for me. The temperature that is easy to live. I do 
not like get sweat. Because my hair and make up collapse. Also I do not feel good when I sweat. I feel 
fatigue more. At autumn, I do not get sweat. I can keep my hair style and make up.  
Second, at autumn season, there are a lot of things which I like. The shop has a lot of cute closes. I really 
like autumn closes. As I said before, autumn is not too cold. Therefore I need just simple jacket. I like jean 
jacket. Sometime I can go out just trainer. At food shop, there are sweet potato, pear, pumpkin and so on. I 
cannot stop to look at the autumn-limited food on SNS. There is a thing to want to eat a lot. Especially, the 
hard-boiled pumpkin which the grandmother makes is very delicious. Pleas tell me ,if you know the food 
which I can eat at autumn. 
From those reasons, my favorite season is autumn. Every summer, I am looking forward to that autumn 
comes. I cannot wait to wear new autumn closes and eat a lot of foods. Also Halloween is in autumn too. 
Halloween is my most favorite event. I want that autumn should continue all the time. 
 
 

How can you improve the writing? 

What have you noticed with the example below? 
 
 
My favorite season is autumn and I like it for two reasons. First, I prefer a cooler climate and so I like winter 
and autumn. I especially like autumn as the temperature has dropped after summer so I do not sweat as 
much. The temperature is mild so it is easier to live and my hair and make-up do not become a disaster. 
Also, I do not feel good when I sweat. I feel fatigued. In autumn however, as I do not sweat, my hair style 
and make up stay fine. Second, in this season, there are a lot of things which I like. The shops have a lot of 
cute clothes. As I said before, autumn is not too cold and so I can wear just a simple jacket. I like wearing a 
jean jacket and I can sometimes go out just wearing a hoody. The seasonal food, like sweet potato, pear, 
and pumpkin are so good to eat. I cannot stop looking at these seasonal food on SNS. There are so many 
things I want to eat, especially, the hard-boiled pumpkin which my grandmother makes is so delicious. 
Finally, Halloween is in autumn too. Halloween is my most favorite event. I wish autumn could continue all 
year long. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                     

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed 

(important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
My favorite season / is autumn / and I like it for two reasons. // First, / I prefer a cooler climate / and so I 
like winter and autumn. // I especially like autumn / as the temperature has dropped after summer / so I 
do not sweat as much. // The temperature is mild so it is easier to live / and my hair and make-up / do not 
become a disaster. // Also, I do not feel good / when I sweat. // I feel fatigued. // In autumn however, / as I 
do not sweat, / my hair style and make up stay fine. // Second, / in this season, / there are a lot of things 
which I like. // The shops / have a lot of cute clothes. // As I said before, / autumn / is not too cold / and so 
I can wear / just a simple jacket. // I like wearing a jean jacket / and I can sometimes go out / just wearing a 
hoody. // The seasonal food, / like sweet potato,/  pear, / and pumpkin / are so good to eat. // I cannot 
stop looking/  at these seasonal food / on SNS.// There are so many things / I want to eat, / especially, the 
hard-boiled pumpkin / which my grandmother makes / is so delicious.// Finally, / Halloween is in autumn 
too. //Halloween is my most favorite event. // I wish autumn could continue / all year long. 
 
 


